
Thursday 21st January – Miss Murray and P5 

 

 

Cosmic Kids Yoga – The Masked Singer  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hB7yYxX0Ag&list=PL8snGkhBF7nhEquR7w

XbzIXjFrlXsze_H&index=23      

 

Stay hydrated! Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Mental agility Warm up: 

Count in fives forwards and backwards starting on 5 

Count in fives forwards and backwards starting on 7 

Count in fives forwards and backwards starting on 2.8 

 

We are learning to find one quarter of a number. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7228hv  

 I can divide by 4. 

 I can share equally. 

 I can self-check my work. (Answers included)  

 

Two quarters are equivalent to one half. Look at these pictures and note down 

other equivalent fractions you can find. (No need to print) 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/fractions-task-p5.pdf  

 

Follow up: (Jan. 2021 Homework folder) https://go.educationcity.com/ 

 

Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a healthy snack and drink. 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading in Class. You may choose to read a few pages 

of your chapter book, or maybe a family member could read you a story. ERIC is 

all about reading for enjoyment.  

 
(Remember 

to check 

Ms 

Finlayson’s 

Blog too if 

you go to 

SFL) 

The Iron Man- Lesson 7. EBook Chapter 4 on: www.ActiveLearnPrimary.co.uk  

We are learning to explore language and structure. 

 I can discuss words and phrases that capture my interest. 

 I can identify specific features of language as I read. 

 
RECAP: In 30 seconds, summarise out loud the events so far. 

 
TASK: Read to the end of chapter 4 and answer these questions on paper: 

1. What events are there in the lead up to the creature landing? 
2. Why do people decide to fight rather than feed the creature?  
3. Are you surprised by the events in this chapter?  
4. What do you think of the Iron Man’s plan? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hB7yYxX0Ag&list=PL8snGkhBF7nhEquR7wXbzIXjFrlXsze_H&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hB7yYxX0Ag&list=PL8snGkhBF7nhEquR7wXbzIXjFrlXsze_H&index=23
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z7228hv
https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/fractions-task-p5.pdf
https://go.educationcity.com/
http://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/


5. Use the stars to identify some powerful bits of language used in chapter four.  
 

 
 

Spelling List 

eager appeal reason season defeat repeat disease 

feature retreat treason breathe 

creature treatment disappear decrease increase 

Activity: Write your spelling words in joined handwriting. 

 

This week we are learning about Spanish weather. Listen, read and write: 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/spanish-second-level-

weather-.ppt  

 

Why not quiz yourself afterwards? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zh7wqp3/articles/zr274xs     

 

Time to refresh your brain and body. 

 

LI: I know that sometimes we fail and make mistakes and that is ok.    

SC:: I can talk about a time where I have made a mistake but it has been ok.   

  

To finish the lesson watch this story about a girl who never made mistakes! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=JC_8TYUDth8  

 

1. Mistakes 

Think about a time when you made a mistake.  Fold a piece of paper in half. On 

one side draw or write a short paragraph about what your mistake was.  On 

the other side draw or write who and how it was ok after. Did someone help 

you? Did you learn something from your mistake? 

2. Beautiful Oops 

This book shows us how we can create something new and beautiful from a 

mistake.  https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=tjpeb6Xr1nc    Can you 

create something wonderful from a doodle, a scrap of paper or a blob shape.  

Share your fantastic creations. 

3. Having a goal 

Remember the assembly about having a goal and we looked at famous people 

who had failed before succeeding. Can you find out a bit more about a famous 

or successful person who has suffered setbacks.  Can you make a poster about 

that person.  https://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=aHmmA3SCXVo 
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